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1. Introduction

At present, the CCELs in many universities and colleges in China are used for both teaching and scientific research, and the number of laboratories for teaching and scientific research is increasing rapidly, and the safety problems of laboratories are worthy of attention [1]. Based on the current status, doing a good job in laboratory safety management, studying the early-warning system of laboratory safety accidents, etc., are all important contents of laboratory safety management in colleges and universities [2]. Effective laboratory safety management measures can ensure the smooth progress of school teaching and scientific research, which is of great significance for students to form correct concepts of the world, life, and values [3].

Reference [4] summarized the laboratory safety education and training, safety management system and guarantee facilities, safety management level, and so on and proposed a number of practical measures to strengthen laboratory safety management. Reference [5] made a brief comparison between China and the United States in the aspects of student safety education, laboratory construction, chemical management, laboratory management, and establishment of management institutions. Reference [6] introduced that some universities in China had achieved good results in the safety management of chemistry and chemical laboratory by referring to the advanced management mode and management system of foreign countries. In order to improve the reliability and practicability of the wireless safety monitoring system, reference [7] had diagnosed the fault of wireless safety monitoring system in chemistry and chemical engineering laboratory.

At present, the management information of the laboratories in some research institutes and universities in China...
cannot be released in time. It is indeed difficult to assess laboratory conditions and environments [8]. Unadvanced monitoring and management system will occupy more resources, and the facilities of the system are limited. The unadvanced databases cannot meet the requirement of most of the experimental facilities and cannot be used for the relevant information management system. In order to ensure the safety of workers and technicians, some students at Chongqing University have designed a system that may not only use sensors to monitor changes in the concentration of gases on site but also automatically select suitable ventilation facilities for different levels of danger to reduce the content of flammable and explosive gases [9, 10]. Reference [11] designed a laboratory remote monitoring device, which achieves the real-time monitoring and gives the automatic voice alarm and alert message to the remote area or host area by using wireless network technology. This work is designed using a PIC16F877 microcontroller and focuses on sensing the existence of the critical parameters and issuing the alarm if those parameters are sensed. Reference [12] proposed a safety information monitoring and data management system, the purpose of which is to monitor the laboratory and obtain relevant data, judge experimental environment data, and transmit relevant sound-light alarm information. The system integrates some intelligent methods in the management of the laboratory and has certain reference value in the safety and telemetry of the laboratory. Reference [13] proposed a real-time detection and automatic alarm system for laboratory status information, which its purpose is to monitor real-time data and laboratory status, automatically determine the relevant environmental indicators, detect whether there is an external intrusion, and configure the sound-light alarm device. The monitoring system can communicate wire line or wirelessly with PC and can realize remote monitoring, which can meet the needs of unattended duty in related laboratories. Reference [14] presented an embedded laboratory security monitoring system. The system uses a camera to obtain video information and a sensor to obtain environment-related information and sends the data to the network server through the wireless sensor network. When an emergency occurs, the alarm information can be displayed on the web, and the sound and light alarm information can be sent. The system can also be used to monitor laboratories or places where valuables are stored. Besides, a wireless remote monitoring system for the laboratory was designed and developed in reference [15].

Laboratories are the very important places for personnel training and scientific and technological innovation in a university. Reference [16] systemically discussed telecommunications, standard management of chemistry laboratory security based on three aspects of logistical support system, management responsibility system, and education security system. The safety operation of CCEL is the key of the CCEL management system. Reference [17] analyzed safety system construction, safety hardware guarantee, and safety protection skills training of CCEL. Reference [18] comprehensively discussed the importance of experimental safety education, whose purpose is to require relevant personnel to improve CCEL safety management ability and ensure the safety of the CCEL environment. Reference [19] indicated to pressingly study laboratory safety management measures, because the prolonged teaching experiment time and the improperly disposed wastes in the laboratory are all laboratory safety problems.

The authors of reference [20], aiming at the frequent occurrence of laboratory accidents in Chinese universities at present, took chemical engineering laboratory as an example and put forward corresponding safety management methods from four aspects: equipment, reagents and consumables, water and electricity, and rules and regulations. The authors of reference [21] analyzed the main problems existing in chemical engineering laboratories in China, summarized the types of safety accidents in chemical engineering laboratories in Chinese universities in recent years, and put forward a set of effective laboratory safety management mechanism. The authors of reference [22] studied the safety management of chemical engineering laboratories in China; normalized the management of safety education mechanism, safety supervision and evaluation mechanism, prevention and control mechanism, and accident emergency treatment mechanism; and proposed a safety access management system for chemical engineering laboratories. The authors of reference [23] discussed the methods and measures of chemical engineering laboratory safety management, such as the implementation of student safety education, strengthening the construction of chemical engineering laboratory safety rules and regulations, construction and management of safety facilities, and strengthening the management and use of hazardous chemicals, and put forward the hierarchical management of chemical engineering laboratories and the establishment of a “three-level safety inspection” system.

The main references in recent years are the following: the authors analyzed some problems existing in the management of chemistry and chemical engineering laboratory and put forward some improvement schemes [24]: (1) implement scientific management and further improve rules and regulations, (2) establish reward and punishment mechanism to further strengthen safety management, (3) use the Internet to strengthen instrument management and resource utilization, and (4) constantly improve the quality of the laboratory management team.

According to the problems commonly existing in university laboratories in China, the authors put forward several improvement methods [25]: (1) formulate a reasonable and effective safety management system, (2) strengthen the construction of laboratory safety equipment, and (3) strengthen laboratory safety education and training.

The authors pointed out the types of accidents in university chemical engineering laboratories [26]: for example, (1) fire accident, (2) explosion accident, and (3) chemical poisoning accidents. And put forward several improvement measures: (1) strengthen the safety education of students, eliminate people’s unsafe behavior, (2) to do a good job in quality management and eliminate the unsafe state of materials, and (3) strengthen the laboratory safety management and conduct the laboratory safety management according to the rules.
The authors compared Chinese and Norwegian laboratories in five aspects: safety education, safety facilities and management, chemicals management, operation management, and equipment management [27]. It was pointed out that safety education, experimental facilities, drug management, and management should be strengthened and improved.

According to the author’s review of relevant statistical data [28], in the past 10 years, there have been 14,539 school fires in China, killing 29 people and injuring 50 others. At the same time, the authors pointed out the problems existing in laboratory safety management in colleges and universities, such as (1) relaxation of safety education process, (2) the dynamic supervision of hazard sources lags behind, and (3) lack of emergency plan. Several improved schemes were proposed, such as (1) introducing online safety training courses, (2) realize dynamic supervision of hazard sources, and (3) virtual simulation of an emergency drill.

In recent years, our research group has completed several research projects in the fields of research and application of WSN and published some articles; the articles [29–34] are representative.

At present, the main safety problems in chemistry and chemical engineering experiments are as follows:

1. **Fire Accident.** Since chemistry and chemical engineering laboratories are places for chemical reactions, which are easy to cause fires due to heat release, flammable gas leakage, or aging of electrical equipment, etc. If not timely alarm and take effective firefighting measures, it will cause casualties and property losses.

2. **Accident of Chemical Poisoning.** In the process of chemistry and chemical engineering experiments, chemicals are needed. There are many toxic substances in these chemicals and they are frequently used. If students lack safety awareness and fail to carry out effective protection in the experiment, they are prone to poisoning. If they fail to report to the police in time and take effective protection measures, death accidents will occur.

3. **Explosion Accident.** Because there are so many chemicals in a chemical engineering laboratory, the reactions of the chemicals give off heat and produce energy. If the amount of chemical substances used in the experiment is not used properly, it will easily explode. If the alarm is not timely and effective protection measures are not taken, it will cause heavy casualties and property losses.

For some chemistry or chemical engineering experiments, it often takes a day or days to complete. During the experiment, if a fire (or poisoning, or explosion) occurs in the laboratory, how can the remote monitoring center be notified in time? How to report the exact location of the accident in time? How can effective measures be taken to protect the accident site? These problems have not been well solved in the chemistry and chemical engineering laboratories of Chinese universities.

In this paper, we proposed a wireless monitoring and automatic protection system for chemistry and chemical engineering laboratory safety. The system is based on a wireless sensor network (WSN), including indoor wireless security monitoring node, information aggregation and management node, portable handheld terminal, and laboratory security information management system. Each indoor safety wireless monitoring node can monitor the laboratory security information (this is fire, poisonous and harmful gas, abnormal explosion sound, and so on) and control the corresponding protection device. When the safety wireless monitoring node detects the unsafe information in the laboratory, it will upload the field information in time and start the indoor safety automatic protection device. The portable handheld terminal can remind the safety responsible person to check the safety status of the laboratory remotely and can issue corresponding operation and control instructions. According to the instructions it sends, the indoor security wireless monitoring and control node can start the corresponding automatic protection device. The laboratory security information management system receives the information transmitted by all wireless monitoring nodes in the laboratories, and processes, analyzes, and stores the data of each wireless monitoring node in the laboratories. The experimental results demonstrate that the system can realize all-weather online monitoring of indoor safety information, ensuring that some important scientific research experiments can be conducted continuously and safely, significantly reduced the workload of laboratory managers, and precisely reported the location and conditions of accidents; the loss caused by the accident can be minimized based on the automatic protection device. The system proposed in this paper can also be used in dangerous goods warehouse and inflammable and explosive places in the process of industrial production.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides monitoring and control system structure design in CCEL, including a schematic structure of wireless monitoring and protection system, design of indoor security wireless monitoring node, design of portable handheld terminal, and structural design of laboratory safety information management system. Section 3 proposes a security wireless monitoring and automatic protection method in CCEL. Section 4 presents the safety judgment procedures of CCEL. Section 5 discusses the application examples, including the structure of the experimental system, testing of security monitoring node in CCEL, and remote testing based on handheld terminal. Section 6 summarizes the research work of the whole paper and puts forward some constructive proposals for further and in-depth research work in the future.

### 2. Monitoring and Control System Structure Design

Figure 1 shows a schematic structure of a CCEL wireless monitoring and protection system. The system comprises several indoor security wireless monitoring nodes, an information aggregation management node, several portable
handheld terminals, and the laboratory safety information management system.

Each indoor security wireless monitoring node in Figure 1 is used to monitor the CCEL security state and to control the automatic protection equipment corresponding to the indoor monitoring node according to the monitoring situation or the instructions of the portable handheld terminal or CCEL information management system. The monitoring CCEL security state includes monitoring the fire information, the poisonous and harmful gas information, and the explosion sound information in the CCEL environment.

The information aggregation management node in Figure 1 is used to support each CCEL security wireless monitoring node to communicate with the corresponding handheld terminal and the laboratory safety information management system. The CCEL safety information management system is used for receiving the monitoring data of the CCEL security wireless monitoring node which is transferred by the information aggregation management node and processing, analyzing, and storing the monitoring data. The handheld terminal in Figure 1 is used for receiving the monitoring data of the CCEL security wireless monitoring node corresponding to the handheld terminal which is transferred by the information aggregation management node and remotely controlling the automatic protection device corresponding to the CCEL security wireless monitoring node.

The CCEL wireless monitoring and protection system may be provided with an indoor security wireless node in each laboratory, such as the indoor security wireless nodes 101~10n in Figure 1, respectively, correspond to n laboratories; then, you can set an information aggregation management node (201) and a laboratory safety information management system (301) is a subsystem of the laboratory wireless monitoring system, which can be used to record the whole indoor security wireless node data for backup, analysis, and other operations. The system would also provide several portable handheld terminals, that is, m portable handheld terminals 401 to 40 m in Figure 1. In this system, n indoor security wireless nodes correspond to m portable handheld terminals, and the corresponding relationship can be one-to-one or many-to-one, which means one portable handheld terminal can manage one CCEL security wireless node, or several portable handheld terminals manage several multiple indoor security wireless nodes.

CCEL security wireless monitoring nodes (101~10n) are applied to monitor the indoor environment temperature, smoke and flame, poisonous and harmful gases, and explosion sound.

The information aggregation management node (201) receives the monitoring information from each laboratory and transmits the monitoring information to the CCEL safety information management system (PC host computer) and the portable handheld terminal, respectively.

The laboratory safety information management system (301) receives the monitoring information from each laboratory transmitted by the information aggregation management node, and processes, analyzes, and saves the information.

The portable handheld terminal (401~40 m) receives the monitoring information from each laboratory transmitted by the information convergence management node, monitors the situation in the laboratory through the handheld terminal, communicates with the indoor security wireless monitoring node (101~10n), and realizes remote monitoring of the laboratory automatic protection devices.

We can divide the system shown in Figure 1 into four levels. Level 4 is portable handheld terminal. Typically, a laboratory manager corresponds to a terminal or several terminals. That is, he or she is responsible for the safety of a laboratory or several laboratories. Level 3 is a laboratory safety information management system; it is a safety monitoring center for laboratories. It manages all laboratory safety in a building or several buildings. Once a laboratory has an
accident, the monitoring center will contact the person in charge of the handheld terminal in time. They will take the solution as soon as possible.

2.1. Design of Indoor Security Wireless Monitoring Node. Figure 2 illustrates the overall functional structure of the indoor monitoring node. Including the indoor security wireless monitoring node control modes: fire, toxic gases, abnormal sound monitoring and the corresponding automatic protection device, and the accident alarm and remote treatment measures, such as sending alarm information to the appropriate portable handheld terminal, receiving remote control commands to activate the automatic protection device.

(1) **Sensors.** For the detection of temperature, smoke, and flame in the indoor environment, for the detection of toxic and harmful gases in the indoor environment, and for the detection of abnormal sounds in the indoor environment (such as light detonation, explosion, and detonation)

(2) **Controller Module.** It is used to collect the field data of CCEL, analyze and judge the data, and control the indoor safety automatic protection device and send alarm information

(3) **Communication Module.** Transmit the parameter information and image information obtained by CCEL on site to the security information management system in CCEL and handheld terminal. Moreover, the command or control information of the handheld terminal and the security information management system in CCEL can be transmitted to the indoor security wireless monitoring node

Each indoor safety wireless monitoring node in CCEL can monitor the laboratory safety status online, can analyze and judge the obtained node monitoring data, and can control the automatic protection equipment through the safety wireless monitoring node. At the same time, the monitoring data will be sent to the security information management system in CCEL, and the corresponding handheld terminal will be sent to remind the security responsible person to conduct remote viewing and determine the corresponding measures, and instructions can be sent to the CCEL wireless monitoring node through the handheld terminal, so as to timely start the corresponding indoor automatic protection device.

In the practical application of this system, each CCEL indoor security wireless monitoring node can transmit the data to the information aggregation management node and, then, send the data from the information aggregation management node to each portable handheld terminal and the security information management system in CCEL. Each security wireless monitoring node in CCEL can also communicate and transmit information with the corresponding portable handheld terminal. When a node fails, it will not affect the normal operation of other nodes, information aggregation management nodes, portable handheld terminals, and laboratory security information management system. Moreover, the information aggregation management node and the portable handheld terminal can be used to determine whether a node has a fault, which can obviously improve the reliability and security of the whole system.

2.2. Design of Portable Handheld Terminal. Figure 3 shows the schematic diagram of the handheld terminal. The handheld terminal includes processor module, communication module, power supply module, liquid crystal display, and keyboard (or touch keyboard or touch screen). It obtains the indoor detection information and image information through the communication module, analyzes the detection information based on the judgment algorithm, determines the type of the accident, and remotely controls the corresponding safety protection device, by looking at the scene images of the accident and timely reporting of the accident site and field conditions.

The solid line shown in Figure 3 indicates the information transmitted to the handheld terminal by the field wireless monitoring node, and the broken line indicates the control information sent out by the handheld terminal to the indoor security wireless supervisory node or the accident type alarm information sent from the handheld terminal to the real field.

2.3. Structural Design of Laboratory Safety Information Management System. The laboratory safety information management system shown in Figure 4 includes a laboratory security wireless monitoring node (301-1), a PC of security information management system (301-2), and a laboratory safety information management system server (301-3).
The indoor information transmitting and receiving node (301-1) is used for receiving the monitoring data of the indoor monitoring node which is sent by the information aggregation management node and sending the monitoring data to the server (301-3) or the PC host computer (301-2) and sending the instruction of the PC host computer (301-2) to the information aggregation management node.

The server (301-3) is used for storing the monitoring data received by the indoor information transmitting and receiving node and calls the corresponding stored data according to the instruction of the PC host computer (301-2).

The PC host computer (301-2) is used for providing an exhibition and management interface for displaying the monitoring data and receiving the operation instruction of the manager.

In the system, the indoor information transmitting and receiving node is also called a gateway. It is composed of a processor module, communication module, and node power supply module. It is connected with a PC. Its main function is data receiving and sending.

In the embodiment, a set of management software is provided in the PC host computer for providing the display and the management interface for displaying the monitoring data and receiving the operation instruction of the manager.

The portable handheld terminal cannot store the nodes’ data for a long time; in order to analyze the cause of the accident and to back up the remote control, the laboratory safety information management system is designed for backup and analysis of the monitoring data. The information management system receives the detection information from each laboratory transferred from the information aggregation management node, and processes, analyzes, and saves the information.

In addition, in this system, the control modes of automatic protection device also will be designed in the node, and the automatic protection device includes the fire extinguishing device, the ventilator, and the dangerous goods isolation device.

### 3. Security Wireless Monitoring and Automatic Protection Method in CCEL

This paper proposes a method of wireless monitoring and automatic protection for safety in CCEL. The realization process of this method includes the following steps:

1. When the fire situation is detected by the safety wireless monitoring node installed in the CCEL room, the fire situation information obtained is analyzed, and the first automatic protection device is determined to be activated according to the analysis results.

2. When the toxic gas information is detected by the safety wireless monitoring node installed in the CCEL room, analyze the toxic and harmful gas information obtained, and determine whether to start the second automatic protection device based on the analysis results.

3. When abnormal sound information is detected by the security wireless monitoring node installed in the CCEL room, the abnormal sound information obtained shall be analyzed, and the third automatic protection device shall be activated according to the analysis results.

4. When the above information is detected by the security wireless monitoring node installed in the CCEL room, the obtained information is transmitted to the security information management system in CCEL through the information aggregation management node and to the handheld terminal corresponding to the indoor security wireless monitoring node.
(5) Indoor safety can be shown by indoor security of wireless data transmission of video monitoring node, the researchers can also use a portable handheld terminal to send the instructions to the indoor security wireless monitoring nodes and can also send functional instructions to the corresponding indoor security wireless monitoring node through information gathering management node. The node controls the relevant automatic protection device and sends the relevant alarm information at the same time.

In this system, when a security monitoring node in the CCEL enters the working state, it can simultaneously or successively perform steps (1) to (3), and the order of steps (1) to (3) can be changed, not be restricted.

Figure 5 illustrates the flow chart of a secure wireless monitoring and automatic protection method proposed in this paper. Each step function is described as follows:

**P1 Description:** determine whether smoke or flame information is detected? If there is, then turn on the fire extinguishing device; if not, then P2 judgment.

**P2 Description:** determine whether toxic gases information is detected? If there is, then turn on the ventilation; if not, then P3 judgment.

**P3 Description:** determine whether abnormal sound information is detected? If there is, then turn on the dangerous chemicals isolation device; if not, then P1 judgment.

**P4 Description:** after confirming by the judgment algorithm, the fire extinguishing device is controlled by indoor security wireless monitoring node, which includes high pressure water and fire extinguishing agent.

**P5 Description:** after confirming by the judgment algorithm, the indoor security wireless monitoring node controls the ventilation device, the ventilation device includes an exhaust fan and a fume hood.

**P6 Description:** after confirming by the judgment algorithm, the dangerous chemicals isolating device is controlled by the indoor security wireless monitoring node, the isolating
device includes fire-proof material, flameproof material, and explosive-proof material.

P7 Description: when the accident occurs, on-site inspection information and images will be transmitted to the handheld terminal and laboratory safety information management system for timely alarm, the effective handling of accidents and analyzing accident cause.

P8 Description: disconnect the indoor power supply equipment, to avoid causing other accidents.

P9 Description: send out an alarm signal, to facilitate the rapid departure of laboratory staff.

P10 Description: quickly view digital and images information when a laboratory alarm is received.

P11 Description: the accurate location of the accident can be determined by data and alarm information, and the image information of the accident site can be viewed to determine the remote control scheme.

P12 Description: minimize accident losses by remotely operating fire extinguishing devices (ventilation devices or isolating devices).

P13 Description: contact fire department, security department, and other departments in time, and send the exact location of the accident and the relevant information of the accident site.

In Figure 5, judgment box P1 judges the temperature, smoke, and flame detected in the indoor environment; judgment box P2 makes judgments on toxic and harmful gases (such as carbon monoxide, nitric oxide, hydrogen sulfide, sulfur dioxide, and chlorine) detected in the indoor environment; judgment box P3 is used to judge abnormal sounds (such as light detonation, explosion, and detonation) detected in the indoor environment.

In Figure 5, (1) through P4 judgment, it is confirmed that when an indoor fire occurs, different fire-extinguishing devices, including high-pressure water, foam fire-extinguishing agent, and dry powder fire-extinguishing agent, shall be controlled by indoor safety wireless monitoring node, etc. (2) Judging from P5, when the indoor toxic gas leakage is confirmed, different ventilation devices are controlled by the indoor safety wireless monitoring node, including the exhaust fan, the fume hood, and the automatic opening of Windows. (3) According to P6 judgment, when the indoor explosion sound is confirmed, different dangerous chemical isolation devices shall be controlled by the indoor security wireless monitoring node, including flame-retardant materials, flameproof materials, and explosive-proof cover.

4. Safety Judgment Procedures of CCEL

The flow chart of the CCEL indoor safety judgment algorithm proposed by us is shown in Figure 6. In order to improve the accuracy of node judgment and the effectiveness of node control, the specific steps and instructions of the algorithm are as follows:

A1 Description: to determine whether smoke information has been detected? If so, enter A2; if not, enter A6 judgment.

A2 Description: to determine whether flame information has detected? If so, enter A3 judgment; if not, switch on P0 to alarm and transfer to A1 for judgment.
A3 Description: is it detected that the fusible line has been burnt? If it is burnt out, switch to A4; if it is not burnt out, connect P0 alarm and transfer to A1 for judgment.

A4 Description: disconnect the power supply of indoor electrical equipment in the CCEL and switch to A5.

A5 Description: activate the fire extinguishing device in the CCEL and transmit the field information and images to the portable handheld terminal.

A6 Description: to determine whether G1 has detected toxic and harmful gas? If so, enter A7 judgment; if not, enter A9 judgment.

A7 Description: determine whether G2 has detected toxic and harmful gas? If so, enter the A8; if not, A0 alarm is turned on and A1 judgment is transferred.

A8 Description: open the ventilation device in the CCEL room and send the field information and images to the portable handheld terminal.

A9 Description: to determine whether explosion sound information has been detected? If so, enter the A10; if not, transfer to A1.

A10 Description: judge whether the detection line is broken or not? If broken, enter A11; If it is not broken, A0 is connected to alarm and A1 is transferred to judgment.

A11 Description: disconnect the power supply of indoor electrical equipment in the CCEL and switch to A12.

A12 Description: activate the isolation device in the CCEL and transmit the field information and image to the portable handheld terminal.

A0 Description: connect the alarm device of CCEL, namely sound alarm, voice alarm, etc.

The above is a description of each component in Figure 6. Of course, relevant steps for judging fire situation, relevant steps for judging toxic and harmful gas, and relevant steps for judging abnormal sound are at the same level, and the sequence can be changed.

5. Application Examples

5.1. Structure of the Experimental System. The schematic diagram of handheld terminal monitoring laboratory buildings is shown in Figure 7, and it allows multiple managers to monitor all laboratories at the same time. Assuming that there are $m$ CCEL buildings and $q$ handheld terminals, every terminal can receive all experiment information in $m$ buildings. That means the WSN...
nodes (including the external sensors) and corresponding protective devices are fixed in m buildings.

5.2. Testing of Security Monitoring Node in CCEL. For experimental verification, m monitoring nodes are, respectively, installed in m laboratories, the WSN node consists of several sensors, corresponding protective device, alarm system, and so on. The WSN monitoring node used in this experiment is shown in Figure 8.

The wireless monitoring node has internal and external sensors. The internal sensors are integrated on the monitoring node, such as temperature sensor and humidity sensor; they are applied to detect temperature and humidity inside this node. These external sensors are installed in suitable positions around the experimental devices. These sensors are connected to a wireless monitoring node via signal wires.

We put combustible gas, toxic gas, and smoke generators and the security monitoring node into one of the laboratories, then open the generators, as shown in Figure 9, which is the experimental wireless monitoring system diagram for CCEL. The system includes extinguishers, fume hood, WSN nodes, and gas generator. The WSN node is placed out of the laboratory to prevent the high temperature and fire damage. The signal line between sensors, extinguishers, and WSN node is coated with fireproof material. The fume hood can be used to release toxic and combustible gas when the gas concentration in the room exceeds the standard. The WSN node would alarm at the same time when the CCEL is in danger. Figure 10 illustrates the structure diagram of the measurement and control system in CCEL.

When we activate the monitoring system, the sensors start to monitor the laboratory data. And WSN node would transmit the data to and the handheld terminal and feed it back to the control system. If the detection parameters exceed the indoor standard parameters, the WSN node would control the actuation device to take a series of measures for the CCEL. For example, when there is a fire in the laboratory, the safety monitoring node turns on the fire extinguisher. The extinguisher sprays fire agent to the experiment device

![Figure 9: The experimental wireless monitoring system diagram for CCEL.](image_url)

![Figure 10: Structure diagram of measurement and control system in CCEL.](image_url)
in order to minimize the loss of laboratory equipment and to protect the safety of indoor staff.

5.3. Remote Testing Experiments Based on Handheld Terminal. This section introduces remote testing experiments based on handheld terminals. The remote test experiments in this paper were carried out in three laboratories, respectively. They are numbered 1002-1, 1002-2, and 1002-3, and each laboratory covers an area of 50 square meters. When the indoor safety monitoring node detects smoke, flame, toxic gas leakage, and abnormal sound, the field information will be sent to the handheld terminal. The terminal will display the specific location of the alarm (i.e., which building? Which room? And the parameters indicated by the alarm (i.e., smoke, fire, gas leakage, and abnormal sound). Alarm information will also be displayed on the handheld terminal, as shown in Figures 11–13.

5.3.1. Test Experiment Example 1. This experiment was conducted in the laboratories of 1002-1, 1002-2, and 1002-3, Teaching building No. 5, respectively. Let T stands for temperature, H for relative humidity, CG for combustible gas concentration, TG for toxic gas concentration, and TS for decibel value. SS stands for confirmation status (i.e. SS: N means normal; SS: Y means there is a dangerous accident). Alarm indicates the state of the Alarm (i.e., no sound on the Alarm indicates normal; a loud or flashing Alarm indicates a dangerous accident). When the concentration of combustible gas is measured to be greater than or equal to 10%, and the indoor temperature rises and the relative humidity
drops, the indoor combustion accident is considered to have occurred. The display information of the handheld terminal is shown in Figure 11, and its alarm information is shown in Figure 11(a).

(1) Automatic Protection Measures. Turn on the indoor camera, point the extinguisher at the ignition point, and spray dry powder extinguishing agent (or safety extinguishing agent) to quickly extinguish the ignition point. At the same time, send out an alarm signal to the indoor staff or nearby staff to evacuate the scene quickly.

5.3.2. Test Experiment Example 2. This experiment was conducted in the laboratories of 1002-1, 1002-2, and 1002-3, Teaching building No. 5, respectively. Let T stands for temperature, H for relative humidity, CG for combustible gas concentration, TG for toxic gas concentration, and TS for decibel value. SS stands for confirmation status (i.e., SS: N means normal; SS: Y means there is a dangerous accident). Alarm indicates the state of the Alarm (i.e., no sound on the Alarm indicates normal; a loud or flashing Alarm indicates a dangerous accident). When the decibel value of the measured abnormal sound is greater than or equal to 80 dB (in this paper, it is assumed that the noise of more than 80 dB produced in the laboratory is an abnormal sound), it is considered that an explosion or an abnormal accident has occurred in the room. The display information of the handheld terminal is shown in Figure 12, and its alarm information is shown in Figure 12(b).

(1) Automatic Protection Measures. Open the indoor fume hood or ventilator and at the same time send an alarm signal for indoor or nearby workers to evacuate the scene quickly.

When doing experiments in the chemistry and chemical engineering laboratory, safety is of the first importance. Here, we give some safety measures that must be paid attention to during the experiment:

(1) When conducting fire experiment, it is necessary to have reliable fire extinguishing equipment and measures

(2) When conducting toxic gas experiments, the experiments can be carried out in a small space first, with reliable ventilation equipment and protective measures

(3) The isolation device and protective measures should be provided when conducting abnormal sound experiments

All in all, researchers should avoid major accidents during the experiment and must have protective equipment and safety measures.
6. Conclusion

In view of the existing safety problems in chemical and chemical engineering laboratories, we propose a CCEL indoor safety wireless monitoring and automatic protection system. The testing results demonstrate that the main advantages of this system can be summarized as follows:

(1) The system proposed can achieve all-weather real-time monitoring of indoor safety information in CCEL, ensure that teaching experiments and scientific research experiments can be conducted continuously and safely, and significantly reduce the work intensity of laboratory managers. When the accident occurred, they were able to take effective measures to deal with it quickly and report relevant information to relevant departments in time, so as to reduce the damage caused by emergencies.

(2) Because this system can in real-time monitor the safety status of CCEL, timely and accurately obtain the fire, toxic and harmful gas, abnormal sound, and other danger information of CCEL. Based on the acquisition of on-site monitoring data and image message, and it can remotely, wirelessly, and rapidly control the automatic protection device in CCEL. When an accident occurs, it will do its best to protect students and teachers working in the lab from harm and minimize damage to laboratory equipment.

(3) The application of the system will solve a difficult problem in CCEL, and the system can be used for CCELs (such as toxic and hazardous materials warehouses and flammable and explosive places) of colleges, research institutes, vocational colleges, and colleges. Therefore, the system has a good application prospect.

The limitations of the method proposed in this paper and the prospect of future research work are as follows:

(1) The specification standard of automatic fire extinguishing equipment applicable to the “gunpowder and explosives” chemistry and chemical engineering needs further study. A variety of automatic fire extinguishing methods are further studied, and the experimental results are analyzed and compared. The selection of fire-extinguishing materials (i.e., fire-extinguishing agents) suitable for use in “gunpowder and explosives” chemistry and chemical engineering laboratories is required.

(2) It is required to select a sensor that can quickly detect the toxic gas content so as to accurately find the leakage point of toxic gas. Once the toxic gas is detected, it is required to have a quick method to cut off the source of toxic gas. The effective methods and measures of automatic protection of experimental personnel and experimental equipment need to be further studied and improved.

(3) When an explosion occurs in the laboratory, the system can automatically activate the protective device and quickly isolate the explosion site, so as to minimize casualties and property losses. These works still need to be further studied and improved.

Data Availability

The effectiveness and availability of the proposed system are verified by the experimental results. Therefore, the experimental data supporting the results of this study (the experimental data type is number, i.e., including integer and decimal numbers) can be found in Section 5.3 of the manuscript or obtained from the corresponding author.
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